NAME: Dr. Kozhi Makai

BIO: 
Dr. Kozhi Sidney Makai is an international inspirational speaker, author, researcher, coach, and social entrepreneur who, through his philosophy called The Significant Life®, has declared war on mediocrity. Holding degrees in Speech Communication and Psychology, Leadership & Influence, and Applied Management & Decision Sciences, he is a highly sought-after adjunct professor of organizational behavior and a specialist in Interpersonal Communication. He is the founder and Chief Executive of Kozhi Makai® Worldwide, an international communications and human development company with interests in North America, Europe, Africa and Asia. He is the award-winning author of the personal development book, How Can™ I Come Up? and the award-winning researcher behind the book Culture and Leadership. His February 2008 release, Born Beating the Odds™, has already been well reviewed and read in Asia, Africa, Europe and North America and is now being translated into Spanish, Polish and Chinese.

ACCREDITED IN PUBLIC RELATIONS?: No

PRSA CHAPTER AFFILIATION?: Oklahoma City

ADDRESS:
Kozhi Makai Worldwide
26 Twisted Birch Place
1st Floor
The Woodlands, Texas 77381

PHONE: 281-303-5307
FAX: 661-420-8381
MOBILE: 713-452-9466

WEB ADDRESS: www.KozhiMakai.com

E-MAIL 1: Kozhi.Makai@KozhiMakai.com
E-MAIL 2: kmakai@yahoo.com
INDUSTRY: Communication & Human Development

TYPE OF INDUSTRY: Corporate

TOPIC 1:
meManagement™ This presentation teaches how viewing time from a different perspective can increase excellence in the individual and the organization. meManagement™ is a philosophy of excellence; it allows individuals to form and fashion their days and actions by managing themselves and not time. This presentation blends professional sports, psychological, corporate, and academic experience to connect purpose, strengths/weaknesses, and excellence with managing yourself. This is a powerful session loaded with important life, personal and professional management lessons.

TOPIC 2:
Total Conversation™ This is a presentation centered around developing interpersonal skills for both personal and professional success. Interpersonal communication and interaction are inescapable and are at the core of human endeavor. Some research has suggested that we spend between 80 and 90 percent of our waking hours communicating with others. It is from this premise that this session speaks of the value of understanding the self, perception, diversity, conflict management, and other aspects of interpersonal life. This is a very dynamic presentation because, quite literally, the layers that prevent us from growing are peeled as individuals make personal choices to improve their internal and, eventually, external condition.

TOPIC 3:
Peerless Presentations™ Using his experience speaking to diverse groups across the world and his classroom experience with undergraduate and graduate students, Dr. Makai brings Ancient Greco Roman rhetoric back. Peerless Presentations™ is a session designed for those interested in developing or improving business and public presentation skills. His philosophy is that in order to understand the present and the future, we must understand our past. Peerless Presentations™ looks at business and public presentation through this lens and allows the learner to appreciate the craft with renewed enthusiasm.

WHERE HAVE YOU SPOKEN?:
Multiple colleges including ITT Tech, Kishwaukee College, Lone Star College. Corporations
such as Exxon Mobil

HOW MANY PRESENTATIONS ON THE ABOVE TOPICS HAVE YOU DELIVERED?:
Multiple

YOUTUBE VIDEO ILLUSTRATING YOUR SPEAKING STYLE?:
http://blip.tv/file/2269289

ANY AUDIO/VISUAL REQUIREMENTS?:
Lapel mike or hand held

FEES
- Speaker: $2,500
- Travel expenses: $500
- Lodging: $500